We investigate (4+1)-and (5+0)-dimensional gravity coupled to a non-compact scalar field sigma-model and a perfect fluid within the context of the Randall-Sundrum scenario. We find cosmological solutions with a rolling fifth radius and a family of warp factors. Included in this family are both the original Randall-Sundrum solution and the self-tuning solution of Kachru, Schulz and Silverstein. Our solutions exhibit conventional cosmology. *
Introduction
Theories with extra dimensions where our four-dimensional world is a hypersurface (three-brane) embedded in a higher-dimensional spacetime and at which gravity is localised have been the subject of intense scrutiny since the work of Randall and Sundrum [1] . The main motivation for such models comes from string theory where they are reminiscent of the Hořava-Witten solution [2] for the field theory limit of the strongly-coupled E 8 × E 8 heterotic string. The Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario may be modelled [3] by coupling gravity to a scalar field (depending on directions transverse to the brane only) and mapping to an equivalent supersymmetric quantum mechanics problem. A static metric is obtained with a warp factor determined by the superpotential. A generalisation to non-static metrics was considered by Binétruy, Deffayet and Langlois who modelled brane matter as a perfect fluid [4] . However, this resulted in non-standard cosmology in that the square of the Hubble constant was not proportional to the density of the fluid. Other cosmological aspects of "brane-worlds" have been considered in [5] . In this letter we investigate cosmological solutions of five-dimensional gravity coupled to a non-compact scalar field multiplet. We allow the scalars to depend on time as well as the fifth dimension, which we take to be non-compact. Consequently, energy (conserved in all five dimensions) is transferred between the brane and the bulk. A family of warp factors that includes both the original RS solution and the self-tuning solution of Kachru, Schulz and Silverstein [6] is found. The fifth radius is time-dependent. We also include a perfect fluid. Unlike the results of other authors [7] , we find that in the thin-brane approximation the pressure and density of the fluid are non-zero off the brane -indeed, we find this necessary in order to have a separable solution, that is, the metric components factorise into a warp factor times a function of time. Conventional cosmology is also obtained. It may appear somewhat unnatural to have an indefinite sigma-model metric since some of the scalars then have "wrongly-signed" kinetic terms. However, such scalars have been considered before in the literature. Within the context of d + 1 gravity they are descended from vector fields after dimensional reduction along a timelike direction of a higher dimensional "two-time" theory [8] and [9] , whilst in d + 0 dimensions they are interpreted as axions after dualisation of a (d−1)-form field strength [10] , [11] and [12] .
The Model
We shall present our calculations in (4 + 1)-dimensional spacetime and only quote analogous results for the 5 + 0 case. The action for gravity coupled to two scalars is:
where:
R.
Here, g (4) µν is the pull-back of the five-dimensional metric g (5) µν to the (thin) domain wall taken to be at r = 0. We take G ij = diag(1, −1). The "correctly-signed" scalar, φ 1 , may be interpreted as the dilaton and the "wrongly-signed" scalar, φ 2 , as an axion. (It is possible to consider a nontrivial coupling between the two -for example, G ij = diag(1, −e σφ 1 ) is discussed in [11] .) We assume a separable metric
and scalars of the form
where a i and b i satisfy a · b = 0 and the condition for linear independence
We also make the ansatz that both the potentials U and V are of Liouville type (see, for instance, [13] ):
The energy-momentum tensor for the scalar fields is:
We introduce a perfect fluid via its energy-momentum tensor:
with ρ the density and p and P the pressures in the x, y, z and fifth dimensions respectively. The preferred coordinate system (3) is taken as the rest frame of the fluid. Einstein's equations
µν +T µν ) reduce to:
In the above equations we have assumed separability. This requires that the density and pressures are each of the form e A(r) times a function of t. The equations of motion for the scalar fields
result in the following bulk equations
and the jump condition:
The Solutions
Equation (14) implies that we can make the following choice:
The Warp Factor
Inserting (19) into (13) gives U(φ) as:
We can express the domain wall potential
. Substituting this, (19) and (21) into (11) yields the following options for A(r) and V 0 :
−2 . σ = −1 is the RS1 solution and σ = +1 is the RS2 solution [14] . We get localisation of gravity at r = 0 for RS2, whilst RS1 is a potential solution to the hierarchy problem. . If b · b is positive, then this represents the self-tuning solution of Kachru, Schulz and Silverstein [6] . As observed in [15] and [16] , gravity is not localised at r = 0 if k > 0 but is so for k < 0. However, there are then naked singularities at |r| = −1/k whose interpretation is open to question. By contrast, b · b negative with k positive is a new solution localising gravity at r = 0.
The above forms for U and V are consistent with (6) 
It can now be verified that (17) is equivalent to (11) in the bulk, whilst (18) yields no further information.
The Cosmology
The equation of motion (16) implies thaṫ
This assumes f is not constant, otherwise (16) is trivially satisfied due to (20) . We find that f (t) and g(t) are related via the following equation:
. Adding equations (10) and (12) gives:
Multiplying (10) by two and substituting into (9) gives:
Comparing (24) and (25) we obtain:
We now assume the equation of state P = ωρ. This gives p = 1 3
(1 + 2ω)ρ and (24) becomes:
From (10) and (20), the density ρ is given by ρ(t, r) = 3e
Substitution of (28) into (27) yields:
Taken together with (23), equation (29) defines the cosmology. We seek either power law, f ∼ t q , or exponential (inflationary), f ∼ e γt , solutions of (29). The corresponding solutions for g(t) are g ∼ t (2−q)/3 and g ∼ e −γt/3 respectively. We find that ω = 1 is necessary forT µ ν to be nontrivial. The exponents q and γ are non-zero but otherwise arbitrary. From (28), it can be shown that the density is positive for all q and γ provided a·a (a·b) 2 < −2. Defining the scale factor and Hubble constant as per usual by a 2 (t) = g(t) and H =ȧ/a, it is easy to see that we obtain conventional cosmology, H 2 ∝ ρ, for both the power law and exponential cases.
The Euclidean Case
The only essential difference between the 5+0 case and the 4+1 case considered above is thatT µ ν flips sign. This changes the sign of ρ in (28) but one can still choose a · a appropriately so as to obtain conventional cosmology.
Discussion
We note in passing that the scalar field equations of motion, (15) , imply that ∇ µ T (0) µν = 0 (and conversely off the brane only). This, in turn, implies that the fluid equation of motion ∇ µT µ ν = 0 is automatically satisfied. In this sense, the same results in the bulk can be obtained from Einstein's equations and ∇ µT µ ν = 0. It may seem a bit unusual to consider a non-static fifth radius (some authors [17] give arguments against rolling dilatons). We would like to present an intuitive argument in favour of our choice. Consider a five-dimensional spacetime with Robertson-Walker metric:
The (x, y, z, R)-space is isotropic. Change coordinates via
and perform a conformal transformation of the metric:
Then the metric becomes:
The warp factor of the conformal transformation violates the symmetry between the four spatial coordinates. Zel'dovich [18] gives arguments that any universe will become isotropic with time and non-isotropic expansion causes particle creation. To avoid particle creation in the bulk one could restore isotropy by "untwisting" the fifth dimension with another warp factor, i.e., replacing g(t) by another function of time, f (t), such that the four spatial dimensions are still isotropic. Within our model we can still have scalar fields depending on brane coordinates if we require a static fifth radius. In this case we need to introduce viscosity into the fluid by makingT µ ν non-diagonal * . The sum of the energymomentum tensors of the scalar fields and the fluid should then amount to a purely diagonal tensor. One of the main results in this letter is the form of the distribution of the perfect fluid. It is clear from (26) that if ρ and p are zero in the bulk then so too is P . This contrasts with the situation presented in [7] where the brane * We are grateful to Brian Dolan for discussions on this point. part ofT µ ν contains δ(r) and P is everywhere non-zero. Equation (28) implies that if gravity is localised near the brane, then the density grows when we go off the brane. Thus, the fluid serves as some sort of a gravitational mirror -any matter trying to leave the brane would meet the resistance of growing density and pressure and would be forced back. Considering a thick brane (in Lorentzian or Riemannian signature) within our model is straightforward. Thickening the brane requires only smearing the delta function in the domain wall potential by expressing it as a limit of some delta-sequence, for example, δ ν (r) = 1 π ν 1+ν 2 r 2 , where 1 ν parametrises the brane thickness. From our analysis it is clear that there is invariance under f → −f after taking into account the sign change in the determinant of g (5) µν . Thus one can make the fifth dimension timelike rather than spacelike. Such a possibility was alluded to in [19] and [20] . Finally, it would be interesting to see if our model(s) can be embedded in five-dimensional Lorentzian or Euclidean supergravity, as has recently been done for the minimal Randall-Sundrum model in 4+1 dimensions [21] .
